ALLT GLEANN - THE LEGACY SERIES
PRODUCT INFORMATION
The new Single Malt from the Isle of Skye
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Torabhaig is a new distillery that blends traditional and contemporary
approaches. The first distillery to be built on Skye in 190 years, it is only the
second legal distillery ever to operate on the island and has been fully operational
since January 2017. We distill in beautiful copper stills as you would expect, but we
chose to ferment in traditional wooden washbacks that add complexity of flavor
in the whisky.
This is the second expression of Torabhaig Single Malt, available July 2021 under
the label ‘Allt Gleann - The Legacy Series’, bottled in small batches drawn from no
more than 30 casks each.
Product

Single Malt Scotch Whisky

ABV

46%

Volume

750ml

Pack size

6

Case weight

18.5 lbs

Pallet Spec.

100 cs = 20 x 5 layers

Bottle barcode

810913031011

Case barcode

10810913031018

Non chill-filtered, not colored
Profile
As we have bedded in our new distillery, we have sought the true expression
of Torabhaig. Through tireless trial and dialogue, then using the findings to
inform each next batch, we have evolved a distinctive signature style,
our own flavor profile that we describe as Well-Tempered Peat.
This distillery signature will be the foundation upon which we build our
legacy, and we look forward to witnessing this style develop over our first
four expressions to be released under the Legacy Series label, as we dig
deeper into the complexity of the flavor of peat to deliver truly exceptional
and balanced character.

PRODUCER SUMMARY
Mossburn Distillers is a young company
with a growing whisky brand portfolio.
We’re here to make whiskies that appeal
to those who love Scotch as truly, deeply
and proudly as we do. We strive to see
beyond the obvious, always choosing the
road less travelled. We are whiskymakers
for whisky people.
The distillery we have built at Torabhaig
is truly a product of its surroundings and
heritage, shaped by the wild landscape and climate of the Isle of Skye.
Fully operational making Single Malt Scotch Whisky since January 2017, we are
proud to have created our brand home with a true sense of place. Torabhaig’s
Single Malt is a Skye whisky through and through; but it is also unmistakably our
Skye whisky, as complex and compelling as its land of origin. Like all our whiskies,
this Single Malt has been bottled without any coloring or chill filtration.
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